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The Stuff you need to know: 

Upcoming Birthdays: 

Stargirlie713 January 13th 

 
Book Chat Recap: 
 

We are currently in the middle of Club Dead. Sookie 
and Alcide have gone to Josephine‟s and had the 

encounter with Debbie and the rest were gang. 
Russell has invited them back to the club the next 

evening.  Afterward they found the lovely surprise 
that was left for them in the closet. Eric has 
revealed his disguise and Sookie and Alcide share a 

growing passion.  
 
http://ssbookclub.wordpress.com/2009/12/27/weekly-

chat-14-ch-7-8-club-dead-122709/ 

  
 
 
 

True Blood Barbie Twitter Tuesday  

 

When we last saw our Barbies SookieBarbie was 

heroically saving PaleAss Bill from the Ratrrays. There 

was a lot of melting plastic and a plastic schwing!! Catch 

up on all the Barbie action here.  

 

http://ssbookclub.wordpress.com/2009/12/29/trueblood-

barbie-twitter-tuesday-122909/ 
 

The Member of the Month 

For our first MOM interview we decided to get to the woman 
behind the book club, Misty. Questions were submitted by 
@lilabitblf, @crazygem85, & @lucyspet.  

1. How would you describe your RL activities versus your 
twitter related activities? 
        I am pretty much an open book in both forms. My RL is 
tweeted for all. LOL My RL is pretty much kids, work and 
reading. Twitter gives me a bit of an escape for RL.  
  
2. Who is your favorite music performer/group and why?               
    My fav group has been the Red Hot Chili Peppers since I 
was 13. I love the energy and I can relate to some of the 
struggles the songs are about.  
 
3. What saying (book quote, music lyric, catch phrase) best 
describes your personality?  
        
      I guess Meredith Brooks Bitch because I am a bit of 
everything.  
 
4. Besides the Sookie Stackhouse series, what are some of 
your favorite books? 
             The Vampire Chronicles by Anne Rice, Queen Betsy 
by MaryJanice Davidson and so far I am loving the Black 
Dagger Brotherhood by JR Ward.  
 
5. Do you think the world would be a better place if 
vampires truly existed? 
              Not just yeah but HELL Yeah!!  
 
6. Given the opportunity, and if vamps truly existed, would 
you let them bite you? And if so, where 
                Anywhere he wanted to.  

7. What is your favorite TB Twitter moment?  

    The True Blood Barbie Twitter makes me ROFL every 
time!! 

8. Who do you suggest we follow and why?  

       My VikingWenchesList, My BillsBelles list, 
@Pam_Ravenscroft, @ericleifnorthman, @Eric_ofArea5, 
@werewitchhallow, and VampireBill. These are the people 
that make me smile every day.  

 9. What is the best thing you have gotten out of twitter?   

    I have gotten to know a bunch of really great people that 
I consider my friends. I have found an outlet for my vampire 
love.  And I got bit by a vampire!!!!!  

Book Reviews 

The Circle Trilogy ~ Nora Roberts 
Morrigan’s Cross / Dance of the Gods / Valley of Silence 
 
Although Nora Roberts is a prolific writer, this was the first I‟d read any 
of her books. I picked them up simply because they were Vampire 
related, and honestly they were on clearance for $2 each (couldn‟t pass 

up a good bah-gain!) 
 
The first of 3 books in the Trilogy, Morrigan‟s Cross sets the background 
for the entire series. The series revolves around a „circle‟ of six who 
were chosen by the Goddess Morrigan to come together and defeat the 
evil Vampire Lilith, who has existed for thousands of years and wants to 
rule the world. The chosen ones are a sorcerer, a witch, a scholar, a 
warrior, one of many forms (a shape-shifter) & even another Vampire, 
who is the Sorcerer Hoyt‟s twin brother who was „turned‟ by Lilith. Hoyt 
must travel in time from the 12th century - through the Dance of the 
Gods - to find those chosen by the Goddess. Once they are all together, 
they must train for the battle of their lives, which takes place in the 
Valley of Silence. 
 
I found the books be very addictive once I began reading them, and 
devoured them in a long weekend. The storyline includes a lot of 
different concepts – time travel, the existence of Gods / Goddesses, 
witches / sorcerers, shapeshifters and even the mythical Kingdom of 
Geall (where the battle will take place). The concepts are seamlessly 
woven into the storylines in a way that makes you believe it could be 
real. The Circle of Six trains day after day to prepare for their battle 
against Lilith. They constantly fight off the Vampires sent by Lilith, who 
knows they have been entrusted by the Gods to defeat her. During the 
times of intense training for a battle they almost have no hopes of 
winning, much is learned about the individual characters & romance 
does ensue. The characters were all very likable; If you like vampires, 
supernatural & a little romance thrown in, you will enjoy the series.  
 

Review by: Amanda ~ aka Darling_Vamp 

Send your reviews to me at ssbookclub@vikingwenches.com 

Shitmybookclubsays 

 

Said in book chat “ It is hard to return a 

driveway or vagina flowers”  

@Lilabitblf: good morning day walkers 
:) 

@VampireBill @ssbookclub Whatever 

you have your hands in pleases me, 

Misty. 

@ericleifnorthmn  @crazygem85 *TXT 
Are there sparklers or feather boas 

involved? 
 

@Mslizs @crazygem85 @lilabitblf 
@Darling_Vamp @jenny_ap Hmmm 

anyone remember G.L.O.W....I think 
you can start a new gorgeous ladies of 

wrestling lol 

 
@Darling_Vamp Damn - I think 

@crazygem85 has been possessed by 
@slzyDeniseBarb LMAO! 

 

@ssbookclub HA me too!!! RT 
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Chat Schedule for this month  
 
 1/3 Club Dead Chapters 9 & 10  
 
1/10 Club Dead Chapters 11 & 12 
 
1/17 Club Dead Chapters 13, 14, & 15 
 
1/24 Dead to the World Chapters 1 & 2    
 
1/31 Dead to the World Chapter 3 & 4 
 
Chats are at 8 CST on Sunday Nights more info here 
http://ssbookclub.wordpress.com/the-chats/ 
 
 

@crazygem85: #in2010 I will find a way 
to get my hands around that gracious 

plenty 

@VikingWenches  #in2010Haiku The 
Viking will feed The Viking will come 

forth and Pillage your Village 

@crazygem85 So basically what we're 

saying is the #VikingWenches residence 
is down in the gutter on the corner of 
5th & Fang St. 

@PaleAssBill *Watching @SookieBarbie sashay* 

PLASTIC SCHWING! 

@lilabitblf and save this tweet... *smooches* RT 

@smeykunz: @EricNorthman I think I can be 

"Viking it and Liking it" just this once *wink* 

@DeanNEricNMyBed True Blood + Supernatural 

+ Eric + Dean + Jason + Laffey + Cassy Cass 

(Misha) + Sam + Tara + Pam + Sook + Coffee= 

ORGASM!!!<333 
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